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A� L� Levshin

University of Colorado� Boulder� U�S�A�

Surface Wave Tomography and Inversion for

�D Shear Velocity Model

The relation between surface�wave dispersion and the seismic velocity structure of the
earth is nonlinear� There are two common approaches to resolve this nonlinearity in the
inverse problem� One is waveform �tting in which the relation between the model and
the seismic waveforms is linearized and the model is iteratively estimated �e�g�� Snieder
������� Nolet ����	�� Marquering ����
��� Our approach� in contrast� is based on direct
measurements of surface wave dispersion rather than �tting waveforms so that the nonlinear
inverse problem is divided into two steps� ��� a nearly linear part that we call surface
wave tomography to estimate ��D dispersion maps and ��� a nonlinear inversion of the
dispersion curves at each geographical point for a shear velocity model of the crust and
upper mantle� Our tomographic studies in the Center for Imaging the Earths Interior�
University of Colorado at Boulder �CU�B�� USA� have di�erent scales� global and regional�
I will show some results of the global and regional tomography�

Step �� Surface wave tomography

���� Measurements

We measure the group velocities using frequency�time analysis �FTAN� �Levshin et al��
����� described in the previous lecture�
Global tomography

For global tomography we used broadband waveforms following earthquakes that occurred
from ���� � �		� at stations from both global networks �GDSN� GSN� GEOSCOPE� GE�
OFON�� regional arrays �MEDNET� Canadian Network� KNET� KAZNET� POSEIDON�
as well as temporary regional arrays �e�g�� Saudi Arabian Network� SKIPPY in Australia�
PASSCAL deployments in Tibet� South America� Antarctica� and South Africa�� The phase
velocities were measured at Harvard University and Utrecht University� separately� These
phase velocity data sets are described by Ekstr�om ������ and Trampert �Woodhouse �������
We merged all phase velocity measurements into a single data set� A cluster analysis� i�e�
combining many similar paths into one �common� path� is applied to both the group and
phase velocity measurements for out�lier rejection and rms estimation� The results of this
analysis show that typical measurement errors are �	 � �� m�s for group velocities� except for
very short periods� and �	 � �� m�s for phase velocities� except for long period Love waves�
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Figure �� Examples of path density�

Data coverage is generally better for Rayleigh waves than for Love waves� is better at
intermediate than at very short or very long periods� and is better in the northern than in
the southern hemisphere� This heterogeneous data coverage is imposed by the distribution
of receiving stations and earthquakes� Data coverage optimizes in Eurasia and is currently
worst across Africa� the central Paci�c� parts of the Indian Ocean� and Antarctica� The
whole data set consists of more than ������� group velocity paths and ������ phase velocity
paths� Figure � presents examples of path coverage� Path density there is de�ned as a
number of paths crossing the cell �o � �o�

Regional tomography

As an example of the regional tomography I will show results of the recent work of a joint
team� CU�B� NORSAR� and University of Oslo on the crustal�upper mantle structure of the
Barents Sea 	Levshin et al�� ���
� To improve the data coverage in the target region� we have
extensively searched for long period and broadband data from seismic stations and arrays in
the European Arctic� including local networks and temporary array installments� We were
able to retrieve surface waveform data and make surface wave dispersion observations on data
from archives at NORSAR� University of Bergen� the Kola Science Center in Apatity� the
Geological Survey of Denmark and the University of Helsinki� in addition to data retrievable
from the international data centres at IRIS and GEOFON� An overview map of the station
locations is in Fig� � 	top�� New Love� and Rayleigh�wave data were identi�ed for more than
��� seismic events 	including �� nuclear tests at Novaya Zemlya and �� so�called Peaceful
Nuclear Explosions 	PNEs� within the former Soviet Union� spanning a time period from
��� to ����� Fig� � 	bottom� shows the geographic distribution of these events� The PNE
have not been used previously for surface wave studies�
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Figure �� The top map shows the location of the seismic stations from which in the study

data were retrieved� The map at the bottom shows the distribution of seismic events from

which surface data were analyzed in this study� The epicenters of the earthquakes are shown

by stars and of the explosions by black circles�



��� Surface wave tomography

In the �rst step� the processed group and phase velocity dispersion measurements for
each wave type �Rayleigh� Love� and period are converted to ��D dispersion maps� We
construct maps on a �� � �� grid world�wide in the following period bands� group velocity�
�	 � �

 s� phase velocity� �
 � �
 s� These maps typically �t the measured group velocities
with rms mis�ts of �
 � 
 m�s and the measured phase velocities to �
 � �
 m�s� or about
twice the measurement error�

Historically we used two methods for tomographic inversion�
Both methods are based on a grid representation of the earth model and triangular interpo�
lation between grid points� Both methods try to minimize the di�erence between observed
and predicted by the model travel times along epicenter�station paths� Both methods start
search from a reference model and include damping and regularization as well as special
constraints for zones of the map poorly covered by observations� The di�erence between
methods is in the de�nition of surface wave rays� The �rst method which we call �Gaussian
Tomography� de�nes the ray as a stripe on a sphere centered around the great circle paths
with the sensitivity to the structure decreasing with the distance d from the central ray as
exp��d������ �Figure ��� We use values of � that vary with period and wave type from
� �

 to �
 km� so the full�width of the ray at �
� of the maximum amplitude is about
	�� i�e�� it varies from about ��

 to ��

 km from short to long periods�

However� this is a crude approximation to the real scattering of the wave which is epi�
central distance and period depending� To make it more realistic it is necessary to introduce
the estimates of ray sensitivity based on scattering theory� The simplest way to do it is
to estimate the width of the �rst Fresnel zone along the ray of given period� We call this
tomographic technique �Di�raction Tomography�� The region over which surface waves
scatter is de�ned by an ellipse on a sphere given by the the equation

j�� ��� ����j � ��N� ���

as shown in Figure �� where � is the wavelength of the wave of interest determined from
PREM �Dziewonski � Anderson� ������ The �rst Fresnel�zone encompasses all scatterers
whose combined distance from the source and receiver is less than half a wavelength� This
corresponds to all signals that will arrive within half a period of the �rst arrival� and in this
case N � �� The width of this zone increases as the source�receiver geodetic distance grows�

The optimal value of N to model the scattering sensitivity of surface waves on a sphere
remains the subject of debate� Yoshizawa � Kennett ��

�� argue that the primary �zone
of in�uence� spans only about one�third of the width of the �rst Fresnel�zone� so N � ��
is the value that should be used in surface wave tomography� Spetzler et al� ��

�� argue
that N � ��� is the value that is consistent with the Born�Rytov approximation� To retain
consistency with the Born�Rytov approximation we will use N � ��� here� We will refer
to the region so de�ned as the �sensitivity�zone�� which is a subset of the �rst Fresnel�
zone� Sensitivity�zone widths� irrespective of the choice of N � grow with period and path
length� as illustrated by Figure �� Professor G� Nolet will describe more general approach to
construction of sensitivity kernels and corresponding tomographic technique�
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Figure �� Schema explaining two tomographic techniques



Figure �� Rayleigh wave sensitivity�zones �N � ���� for waves observed in Mexico �triangle�
originating from several epicentral regions �stars�� Galapagos ��	�
 km�� East Paci�c Rise
���� km�� Aleutians �



 km�� Tonga ���� km�� and the Marianas ���
		 km�� These
sensitivity�zones are for �	 s� �	 s� �		 s� and ��	 s Rayleigh waves� where the zone is
narrowest at shortest period�



The detailed description of the �rst method is given in Barmin et al� ������� and of the
second method in Ritzwoller et al�� ������� Examples of group velocity maps are shown in
Figure ��

Step �� The inversion of the tomographic maps for a

shear velocity model

This inversion is a multi	stage process that culminates in a Monte	Carlo inversion for an
ensemble of acceptable models at each spatial node� The middle of the ensemble �
Median
Model�� together with the half	width of the corridor de�ned by the ensemble summarize
the results of the inversion� The most robust features of the resulting model are those that
appear in every acceptable model� We refer to these features as 
persistent� and identify
them as the features of the model that are most worthy of interpretation� In regions of poor
data coverage the tomographic maps and the median shear velocity model will revert to a
common reference �the 
Initial Model� de�ned below� while the uncertainties will grow up
to limits imposed by a	priori constraint�

���� Data for Inversion

The data are surface wave group and phase velocities� Although phase �C � ��k� and group
�U � d��dk� velocities are simply related by

U��� �
C���

��
�

C���

dC

d�

���

the simultaneous inversion of U and C is substantially better than the use of either alone�
as Figure  suggests� There are two reasons for this� First� the group velocity measurements
extend to much shorter periods than the phase velocities and� therefore� provide unique
constraints on shallow structures that help to resolve the trade	o� between crustal and
mantle structures in the inversion� This e�ect is ampli�ed by the fact that group velocities are
sensitive to shallower structures than phase velocities at a given period� Second� phase and
group velocities are measured di�erently� Group velocities are measured on the amplitude
of the surface wave packet and phase velocities on the phase� so the error processes in the
measurements are largely independent�

���� Forward problem

The whole forward problem� i�e�� the prediction of the surface	wave frequency dependent
travel times from the three	dimensional shear	velocity model� is divided in two steps� The
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Figure �� Examples of Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion maps on a global scale�
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Figure �� Examples of inversions at a point located in Tibet illustrating the relative impor�
tance of phase and group velocities� �a� inversion of the phase velocities only� �b� inversion
of the group velocities only� �c� inversion of the whole data�set� The corridor of accepted SV
velocities is plotted in gray and for SH velocities with horizontal hatching�



�rst step is the prediction of the Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion curves at each geograph�
ical points� The second step is the prediction of the surface�wave travel times for di�erent
source�receiver pairs� This last step is solved either with a ray �Gaussian� approximation or
with Fresnel zone �di�raction� approximation�

At each geographical point ��� ��� the Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion curves extracted
from the ��D tomographic maps compose the data vector�

d 	
�
UR���� CR���� UL���� CL���

�T
�
�

where � is frequency� C is the phase velocity� U is the group velocity� and T denotes transpose�
The indices R and L refer to Rayleigh and Love waves� respectively�

The dispersion curves are assumed to result from the earth model at ��� ���

m 	 �cijkl�z�� ��z�� Q�z��
T ���

where z is the depth� cijkl�z� is the elastic tensor� ��z� is the density� and Q�z� is the quality
factor� The forward problem can then be written schematically as�

d 	 F�m� ���

which can be solved with a number of algorithms� We use the method and computer code
of Woodhouse ����� which operates on a radially anisotropic earth model� A radially
anisotropic �or transversely isotropic� medium consists of �ve mutually independent elastic
moduli �Smith and Dahlen� ��
�� A 	 �v�ph� C 	 �v�pv� F��A � �L� 	 �� L 	 �v�sv� and
N 	 �v�sh� so that

m 	 �vsh�z�� vsv�z�� vph�z�� vpv�z�� ��z�� ��z�� Q�z��
T � ���

For an isotropic solid� A 	 C 	 ���	�
� N 	 L 	 	� F 	 �� �	�
� and � 	  where � and
	 are bulk modulus and rigidity� respectively�

��� Inversion of dispersion curves

Because F is a non�linear function� F�� is not well de�ned� It is common to consider the
Taylor Series expansion of the forward solution around a reference model �m�

d 	 F� �m� �
X
i

�
F�
mi� �mi �


�

X
i�j

�

�F�
mi
mj

�
�mi�mj �O��m

��� ���

where each component of the model vector is mi 	 �mi � �mi� If one drops the nonlinear
terms� the �rst partial derivatives form a matrix which can be inverted with regularization
constraints to estimate the perturbations �mi� Because surface wave dispersion is dominantly
a�ected only by vsv and vsh� the quantities Q� �� vpv� and vph are commonly �xed in surface
wave inversions or are set to scale in some way with the estimates of vsv and vsh� Villase�nor
et al� ������ presents an example of this approach�



����� Initial Models

Global tomography The Initial Model for global inversion is based on a variety of sources
of global information� including the sediment model of Laske � Masters ������� the crustal
model CRUST��� of Mooney et al� ����	�� and the shear
wave velocity model of the upper
mantle S��A of Ekstrom � Dziewonski ����	�� In Eurasia� we introduced regional informa

tion� including maps of sediment and crustal thicknesses constructed by the Russian Institute
of Physics of the Earth which was converted to digital form by the Cornell Digital Earth
project� and a recent model of crustal thickness over part of Eurasia based on seismic pro

�les� which was compiled by G� Laske �personal communication�� The result is a model of
the crust and upper mantle that includes a water layer where appropriate� topography on
the solid surface and Moho� and �
D variations in vs and vp in the sediments and crystalline
crust� Shear velocities in the mantle are from the isotropic part of the model S��A modi�ed
with radial anisotropy from PREM �Dziewonski � Anderson� ��	��� The average of the shear
velocity model has been replaced with the �
D model AK��� �Kennet et al�� ����� in order
to remove the discontinuity at ��� km in PREM� Density and isotropic compressional veloc

ity in the mantle scale with variations in vs using d ln vp�d ln vs � ���� d ln ��d ln vs � �����
Radial anistropy is introduced into the P
wave velocities by analogy with PREM and � is
set to the PREM value� The Q model is also from PREM�

Regional tomography To improve the inversion with respect to that� we applied
the new crustal model BARENTS�� of the Barents Sea and surrounding areas� which
had been derived in a joint project by the University of Oslo� NORSAR� and the USGS
�Bungum et al� ����� Ritzmann et al� ������ This model has detailed information on
crustal thickness and sedimentary basins in the study region with a nominal resolution
of ��x�� km and helps to constrain the tomographic inversion particularly in the shal

low parts of the resulting inversion� We resampled the crustal model to a �� � �� grid
and converted the P
wave velocities given by Ritzmann et al� ������ to S
wave veloci

ties applying the P
to
S velocity transformation as used in CRUST��� �Bassin et al� �����
http���mahi�ucsd�edu�Gabi�rem�dir�crust�crust��html�� The upper crust of model BAR

ENTS�� with its information on sedimentary coverage of the greater Barents Sea region was
used as a constraint and not altered during the inversion� The parameters of the lower crust
and the depth to the Mohorovi�ci�c discontinuity were initially taken frommodel BARENTS���
but allowed to change during the inversion� For the upper mantle part the CU
Boulder model
of Shapiro � Ritzwoller ������ was used as the initial model down to a depth of ��� km �see
also
http���ciei�colorado�edu��nshapiro�MODEL�index�html��
Below ��� km� we applied the Harvard model J���D�	 �Antolik et al� ����� as input� A
smooth transition was used between these two models in the depth range from ��� to ��� km�

����� Parameterization and a priori constraints

We use a uniform parameterization over the whole globe� In the initial stage� we use eight
parameters in the crust and upper mantle of which we can estimate �
� linear combina




tions� We generalize the model for Monte�Carlo inversion introducing �� parameters� seven
coe�cients in the crust and seven in the mantle as shown in Figure ��

The crust consists of three layers with constant isotropic velocities� P� and S�velocities
in these layers and the crustal thickness are changed during the inversion� Isotropic mantle
S�wave velocity structure is parameterized with four cubic B�splines� The remaining three
coe�cients parameterize the radially anisotropic part of the upper mantle with two di�erent
shear velocities� vsh and vsv� This radially anisotropic layer is introduced to �t simultaneously
long�period Rayleigh� and Love�wave dispersion curves e�g�� McEvilly 	�
���� Dziewonski 
Anderson 	�
���� Gaherty  Jordan 	�

��� We use a simpli�ed parameterization for radial
anisotropy similar to PREM 	Dziewonski  Anderson� �
��� in which two of the three
coe�cients are the values of vsh and vsv in the uppermost mantle directly beneath the crust
and the third coe�cient is the thickness of the anisotropic layer�

Because Rayleigh waves are predominantly sensitive to vsv and Love waves to vsh� we have
constraints on only two of the �ve elastic moduli that compose a radially anisotropic model�
The model needs to be completed in order to solve the forward problem� however� For want
of a better solution� we set � to the PREM value at each depth and compute vpv and vph us�
ing a logarithmic scaling relation from vsv and vsh� d ln vph�d ln vsh � d ln vpv�d ln vsv � ����
Because the surface wave velocities are only weakly dependent on compressional veloci�
ties and � in the mantle� the arbitrariness of this procedure has little a�ect on the results
of the inversion for vsh and vsv� As in the Initial lrt the CU�Boulder model of Shapiro
 Ritzwoller 	����� was used as the initial model down to a depth of ��� km 	see also
http���ciei�colorado�edu��nshapiro�MODEL�index�html��
Below ��� km� we applied the Harvard model J���D�� 	Antolik et al� ����� as input� A
smooth transition was used between these two models in the depth range from ��� to ��� km�

Model� density scales with vs and Q remains �xed at the PREM value�

Not all �� model parameters have equal freedom during the inversion� Some are explicitly
constrained� We impose two simple types of explicit constraints� First� we limit the range
of perturbations for some of the parameters� i�e�� �mmin

i � �mi � �mmax
i � For example� we

constrain the depth of the Moho to be varied by �� km relative to the Initial Model� This
constraint on the Moho depth reduces the trade�o� between the crustal and upper�mantle
velocities� Second� we impose monotonicity constraints on the velocities in the crust� i�e��
crustal velocities must satisfy mi � mi�� where mi is the velocity of a layer directly overly
a layer with velocity mi��� We constrain the crustal velocities and the depths of Moho and
the bottom of the anisotropic mantle� There is no explicit constraint on perturbations to the
mantle velocities� However� these perturbations are implicitly constrained by the selected
parameterization� i�e�� the use of cubic B�splines imposes a vertical smoothness constraint�

During the global inversion we have used the uniform a�priori constraints over the whole
globe� However� our inversion method allows to tune these constraints for each speci�c
region� In particular� because the oceanic crust is younger and more homogeneous than the
continental crust� we plan to apply stronger constraints on the crustal parameters in the
oceans� On the contrary� in the continental regions with poor level of the a�priory knowledge
of the crustal structure like Africa or Antarctica we plan to allow larger variations both in



Model parameterization: 14 parameters

Crust:
3 Vs
3 Vp

Vsv Vsh
Average mantle Vs:
4 cubic B-splines

1000 km

Moho
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Bottom of
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Figure �� Model parameterization including �� parameters� ����� Crustal S�wave velocities�
���	� crustal P�wave velocities� ��� Moho depth� �
� Vsv beneath Moho� ��� Vsh beneath
Moho� ���� depth of the bottom of the anisotropic mantle� ������� cubic B�spline perturba�
tions to the average mantle S�wave velocity



crustal thickness and crustal velocities�

������ Monte�Carlo inversion

I skip here the description of a preliminary step to improve the Initial Model for a given
point of the grid which provides the Best Fit Model� Detailed description of this procedure
is given in �Shapiro � Ritzwoller� ������ Then we perform a Monte�Carlo �MC� sampling
of the model space with an algorithm described by Shapiro et al� ��		
�� The MC inversion
begins with the Best Fit Model� m�� The same is used as the reference model for the second�
order truncated solution of the forward problem� At each MC step� the current model is
randomly perturbed up to �nd a next model satisfying the acceptance criterion� At the
following step� the random search is reinitiated in the vicinity of this new model� Therefore
we call this algorithm a Brownian random walk sampling� The advantage of this technique
is that it combines the speed with e�ciency of the model space sampling�

In Monte�Carlo inversion� we use a cost�function de�ned as follows

E �
X

i

WUR
i

jUR
obs��i�� UR

pred��i�j

�
R�U
i

�
X

j

WUL
j

jUL
obs��j�� UL

pred��j�j

�
L�U
j

�

X

k

WCR
k

jCR
obs��k�� CR

pred��k�j

�
R�C
k

�
X

l

WCL
l

jCL
obs��l�� CL

pred��l�j

�
L�C
l

���

where � denotes the estimated uncertainties in the dispersion maps and obs and pred refer to
observed and predicted velocities� respectively� The L��norm is used for robustness to out�
liers� W denotes additional location�dependent weights that summarize the local quality of
the dispersion maps relative to the global average� This estimate is based exclusively on the
local path density of each map� In regions of poor path density� the path density weights
vanish and the median model will tend to revert to the Initial Model and the uncertainty
will grow up to limits imposed by a�priori constraints�

A model is considered acceptable based on the value of the cost�function for the Best
Fitting Model� E�� Typically� the acceptance criterion is ���E�� that is we accept a model if
its cost �or �t� is no worse than ��� higher than the Best Fit Model� At each geographical
point we test about ������ realizations to �nd an ensemble of ����� acceptable models� This
ensemble characterizes the average properties of the structure and the uncertainty of the
inversion�

����� Summarizing the ensemble of acceptable models

Results of the Monte�Carlo inversion for two points are shown in Figure ��

The ensemble of acceptable models forms a corridor� The middle of this corridor at
each depth de�nes the Median Model� The Median Model can be characterized in terms
of perturbations relative to some global spherically symmetric model� We use the model
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Figure �� Results of the inversion for an ensemble of acceptable shear velocity models at
two points� �a� Western Kazakhstan ��� N� �� E� and �b� Tibet ��� N� �� E�� Left frames
show four dispersion curves obtained from tomographic velocity maps �thick black lines� and
the predictions from the ensemble of acceptable models �gray lines�� Right frames show the
ensemble of acceptable models� SV and SH velocities are shown with dark and light gray
lines� respectively� The corridor of acceptable values is indicated with the solid black line�
The global reference model AK	�
 �Kennett et al�� 	��
� is plotted as the dashed line�
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Figure �� �a� Ensemble of acceptable �D models obtained during the inversion of broad�
band surface�wave dispersion data at a point in the East European Platform ���N �	E�

Only isotropic parts of the models are plotted
 �b� Histograms of velocity perturbations at
two depths� �		 km �solid line� and ��	 km �dashed line�
 �c� Estimates of uncertainty
obtained using the ensemble of acceptable models
 Standard deviation of velocity at each
depth is shown with the solid line
 The half�width of the corridor of acceptable values is
shown with the dashed line


AK��� as the reference here
 We say that the perturbation is �persistent� only if it appears
in every member of the ensemble
 In other words the perturbation at a particular depth is
persistent if its value is larger than the half�width of the corridor


Statistical properties of an ensemble of acceptable models in a point in the East European
Platform full�width etc

 ���oN �	oE� are shown in Figure �
 The velocity distribution at
each depth is approximately Gaussia


�� Overview of Results of Inversion

The inversion produces an ensemble of acceptable models at each spatial node on a �� � ��

grid world�wide
 We summarize the ensemble of models with the �Median Model� which is
the center of the corridor de�ned by the ensemble and the uncertainties which are identi�ed
with the half�width of the corridor at each depth
 The features of the model that are worthy
of interpretation are those that appear in every member of the ensemble of acceptable models

We call these features �persistent�
 and the uncertainties while concentrating discussion on
the mantle part of the model




��� Isotropic structure

Global inversion

Horizontal slices of the Median Model at several depths are shown In Figure ��� The large�
scale anomalies are well known from previous global tomographic studies e�g��Woodhouse �
Dziewonski ����	
� Nataf et al� �����
� Montagner � Tanimoto �����
� Zhang � Tanimoto
������ ���
� Masters et al� �����
� Ekstr�om � Dziewonski �����
� M�egnin � Romanowicz
�����
� High�velocities appear beneath all shields� Continental low�velocities appear in
tectonically deformed regions such as the Red Sea rift and in back�arc regions in subduction
zones� Age dependent lithospheric thickening and asthenospheric thinning is also evident
beneath oceans�

A more detailed inspection of the model �e�g�� Figure ��a
 reveals smaller scale features
that are not apparent in previous global tomographic models� Some of these features at high
southern latitudes are discussed by Ritzwoller et al� �����
 and in Central Asia by Villase�nor
et al� �����
�

This can also be seen clearly in Figure �� where we present several vertical slices of
isotropic upper mantle vs� Figure ��b shows the average velocity perturbations for pro�le
A�A

� crossing India� Tibet� Tarim Basin� Tian�Shan� Kazakhstan� and Southern Siberia� At
depths less than ��� km� there is a high�velocity zone corresponding to thickened lithosphere
that is especially well developed beneath India and Tibet� A strong low�velocity zone can be
seen beneath India at depths larger than ��� km� The shallow low�velocity zone underlying
northern Tibet is also apparent on the �� km depth slice �Fig ��a
� Figure ��c presents the
uncertainties of the velocities along pro�le A� A

�� Consistent with the world�wide average�
the amplitude of the uncertainty increases from ��� at the top of the mantle to more than
�� at 	�� km� but the amplitude of velocity anomalies decreases with depth� The solid
black contour on the vertical slices �Figures ��b� d� e
 encloses the persistent model features�
i�e�� those features with amplitudes larger than the uncertainty� Most of the model features
below ��� km are not persistent�

Figure ��d and ��e show two other vertical slices� one across northern Eurasia and the
other across the northern Paci�c� The northern Eurasian pro�le crosses two major shields�
the European platform and the Siberian shield� and shows high�velocity lithosphere beneath
both shields� The thickness of the lithosphere varies along the pro�le and at some points
appears to reach ���� km� The structure below the lithosphere is not resolved� The northern
Paci�c slice reveals a number of persistent features� including� ��
 a low velocity zone beneath
western United States� ��
 a high�velocity oceanic lithosphere with systematically increasing
thickness with age underlain by a low�velocity asthenosphere� �
 a high�velocity anomaly
corresponding to the lithosphere subducting beneath Japan resolved up to ���� km depth�
and �	
 a back�arc low�velocity zone beneath the Sea of Japan� The structure below ��� km
is unresolved in most of places�

We summarize by noting that the surface�wave data appears to produce persistent
isotropic features at horizontal and vertical length scales that represent an improvement
over previous global surface wave studies in many places� The data resolve isotropic S�wave
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Figure ��� Vertical slices of the distribution of the average S�wave velocity� �a� Map showing
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anomalies to depths of � ��� km� At larger depths� only rare extremely strong anomalies
are identi�ed as persistent�

��� Radial anisotropy

As mentioned previously� over most of the earth long period Rayleigh and Love wave dis�
persion curves are �inconsistent� in the sense that they cannot be �t simultaneously using a
simple isotropic model� Similar to many previous studies e�g��McEvilly 	
���� Dziewonski
� Anderson 	
��
�� Gaherty � Jordan 	
����� Montagner � Jobert 	
����� Montagner �
Tanimoto 	
��
�� Ekstr�om � Dziewonski 	
����� Villase�nor et al� 	����� we resolve this
Rayleigh�Love discrepancy by introducing radial anisotropy in the upper mantle� It is true
that this discrepancy can be resolved either by introducing very low P�wave speeds in the
crust 	e�g�� Figure 
�� or by allowing �ne�scale oscillations in S�wave speed in the uppermost
mantle e�g�� Mitchell 	
���� We do not consider either alternative to be physically plausible�
�rst� because they would have to be ubiquitous features of the upper mantle and� second�
because independent evidence for anisotropy in the upper mantle is now overwhelming 	e�g��
from receiver function amplitudes versus azimuth and shear wave splitting��

In addition� while an oscillatory upper mantle can be successful in some locations� it
cannot produce a satisfactory model everywhere� In particular� in tectonically deformed
regions� the inversion with the isotropic parameterization produces a high�velocity subcrustal
lid with an extremely high Sn velocity 	� � km�s� that is inconsistent with recent models of
Sn velocities 	Ritzwoller et al�� ���
�� Radial anisotropy is able to resolve the Rayleigh�Love
discrepancy because Rayleigh and the Love waves are sensitive to di�erent S�wave velocities�
vsv and vsh respectively� two of the �ve elastic moduli that compose a radially anisotropic
model�

In Figure 
a we show the distribution of the strength of radial anisotropy in the Median
Model� described by parameter � de�ned as�

� �
vsh � vsv

vsv
� 	��

where vsv and vsh are taken at the top of the radially anisotropic upper mantle 	Smith �
Dahlen� 
�����

In most regions� � � � which is similar to the value in PREM� Stronger anisotropy is
found in some oceanic regions and in some tectonically deformed zones within continents
	e�g� Tibet� Iran� eastern Africa�� There are no signi�cant anomalies with negative radial
anisotropy 	vsv � vsh�� The local uncertainty in the strength of the anisotropy is shown in
Figure 
b and averages about ��� In most places radial anisotropy in the upper mantle is
a persistent model feature� but in a few relatively small regions radial anisotropy cannot be
resolved� However� while radial anisotropy is generally persistent� its uncertainty is relatively
large� averaging about ��� of the observed value�

Radial anisotropy can only be resolved unambiguously by incorporating short and inter�
mediate period measurements in our whole data�set�
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In summary� a simple PREM�like parameterization of radial anisotropy is su�cient to
�t Rayleigh� and Love�wave dispersion measurements world�wide and resolve the Rayleigh�
Love discrepancy� Even using this simple parameterization� we obtain very large �� ���	
uncertainties in the strength of radial anisotropy� Increasing the number of parameters de�
scribing the radial anisotropy would increase uncertainties further and reduce the resolution�
Therefore� we conclude that more complicated vertical patterns of radial anisotropy cannot
be resolved using surface�wave data alone�

��� Barents Sea inversion

This inversion is done at each node of a 
� � 
� grid across the region of the study

The inversion results are presented as deviations in shear�wave speed �in percent	 from
the S�wave speed in the 
�D Barey model� Figure 
� shows several horizontal slices through
the model in the range from �� to �� km depth� The horizontal slice for a depth of �� km
is shown in Figure 

 together with the 
�D reference model Barey� The shear velocity
cross�sections along several transects across the studied region are shown in Figure 
�� The
position of these transects are plotted on the map in Fig� 

� The ��D model BARMOD
reveals lateral heterogeneities in shear�wave speeds in the upper mantle across the whole
region� Of particular interest are the imprints of �rst�order changes in the tectonic regimes�
such as the mid�Atlantic ridge� the continent�ocean transition in the Norwegian Sea� and the
thickened crust beneath Novaya Zemlya�

The structure of the lithosphere is naturally very closely related to its tectonic history�
For the Barents Sea region� the evolution is characterized by repeated cycles of compression
and extension� In a simpli�ed view� we can reduce the evolution of currently observable
structures to three main stages� all with a near west�east direction� �
	 compression in early
Paleozoic times related to the orogenesis of the Caledonides� ��	 the Caledonian collapse
accompanied by extension in the mid Paleozoic� and ��	 compression in the late Paleozoic
related to Uralian collision �Gudlaugsson et al� 
�� and references therein	� We believe that
the high�velocity anomaly dipping eastward beneath Novaya Zemlya �Fig� 
�	 is most likely
not of thermal but of compositional origin and may be related to Caledonian and�or Uralian
collision� The thickening of the anomaly beneath the Eastern Barents Sea basin� which
evolved during late Permian � early Triassic times by rapid� non fault�related subsidence
�Gudlaugsson et al� 
��	� indicates a possible chronological relation of both processes
�thickening in the mantle and subsidence in the crust	� which in turn correlates in time
with the Uralian collision� The location of the Caledonian suture in the Barents Sea region
remains the subject of scienti�c debates� but Breivik et al� �����	 showed evidence that it
may be situated in the western Barents Sea� approximately at the western boundary of the
shallow upper mantle high�velocity anomaly� Thus� this western boundary is likely to be
related to lithosphere subducted during the Caledonian collision� For the Uralian collision�
no clear onset of a subducting slab as an indicator for a suture location can be identi�ed in
the model

To the west� BARMOD nicely images the imprints of the mid�Atlantic ridge and the
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extension of a low�velocity anomaly beneath the continental lithosphere near the Svalbard
Archipelago� In contrast to the high�velocity anomaly to the east� this low velocity anomaly
probably is thermal in origin� related to break�up of the north�eastern Mid�Atlantic during
the Cenozoic� Faleide et al� ������ compared BARMOD with thermal modeling across the
Continent�Ocean�Boundary �Breivik et al� �			� revealing a clear correlation between the
modeled isotherms and the velocity 
eld�

The velocity variations at �� km depth� presented in Figure ��� reveal approximately the
lateral change in S�wave velocity relevant for Sn propagation� Engdahl � Schweitzer �����a
����b� described pronounced di�erences in travel times and waveform shapes on NORSAR
array recordings of nuclear explosions conducted both at the northern and at the southern
nuclear test side on Novaya Zemlya� This observation may be explained by multipathing
e�ects due to the dipping high velocity body�

�� Application of a global �D model to improve regional

event locations

Accurate location of weak seismic events is crucial for monitoring clandestine nuclear tests�
for studying local seismic structures� and for assessing possible seismic hazards� Outside
of a few regions with dense seismic networks� weak seismic events �with magnitude less
than �� are usually sparsely recorded at epicentral distances less than ��o� Because of
lateral variations in crustal and upper mantle structures� observed travel times of seismic
phases deviate signi
cantly from predictions based on ��dimensional ��D� seismic models�
Accurately locating weak seismic events remains a di�cult task for modern seismology�
Perhaps the most promising solution to this problem is the use of a ��dimensional ��D�
model of the Earth�

Conversion of �D S velocity model to �D P velocity model

As P waves play dominant role in any location technique it is necessary to convert the
obtained S velocity model of the mantle into P velocity model� There are two general ap�
proaches to doing this� The 
rst is to use �empirical scaling relations� that convert S�wave
anomalies into P �wave anomalies� The most successful of these� map shear�speed perturba�
tions� �vs� relative to a reference S�model� vs�� to compressional�velocity perturbations� �vp�
relative to a reference P �model� vp� � where d ln vp�d ln vs is then taken to be an empirically
constrained constant that may be a function of depth� but is usually depth invariant� The
second approach is to use a �theoretical conversion� based on laboratory measurements of
thermoelastic properties of mantle minerals and on models of the average mineralogical com�
position of the mantle� We convert only isotropic vs to vp� In the radially anisotropic part
of CUB��� we� therefore� use �vsv � vsh����

We prefer the theoretical conversion from vs to vp for two reasons� First� as we will show
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Figure ��� vp model at the mid�points of pro�les �a� A�A� and �b� B�B� from Figure ���
The solid line represents the theoretical conversion from vs and the dashed line is from the
empirical scaling relation d ln vs�d ln vp 	 ��
 in which AK��� is used as the reference�

below the theoretical conversion appears to work somewhat better in that the regional P
and Pn empirical phase path anomalies are �t better by travel times predicted by empirical
model� Second the theoretical conversion leads naturally to future improvement� It can be
regionally tuned in a physically meaningful way by modifying the mineralogical composition
and temperatures within the anelastic model and it can be updated as better mineralogical
data become available�

Figure ��a shows the resulting vs to vp theoretical conversion� Figure ��b displays this
conversion presented as the logarithmic scaling relation d ln vs�d ln vp which varies with
both vs and depth� The vs pro�le from AK��� is overplotted nearly paralleling the contours
of the theoretical predictions� This illustrates why depth�independent values of the scaling
relation tend to work fairly well in the upper mantle� For the values of vs in AK��� the
theoretical prediction for the scaling relation is d ln vs�d ln vp � ��� � ���� Figure ��b also
shows that the vs pro�le converted from the AK��� vp pro�le by the theoretical conversion
agrees fairly well with the vs pro�le in AK��� at depths below about �

 km� The theoretical
conversion between vs and vp di�ers appreciably from the vs and vp p arts of AK��� above
about �

 km� Thus in the shallower parts of the mantle vp computed using the theoretical
conversion will di�er appreciably from vp computed using the logarithmic scaling relation
applied to reference values from the ��D model AK��� �

Location experiment

Here we present the results of a validation test in which using the described above �D model
of the crust and upper mantle and regional phase data alone we relocate � ��
 earthquakes
and nuclear explosions in Eurasia� The event locations using the �D model are compared
with so�called Ground Truth �GT� data either known by non�seismic means or validated
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source for station KIV� The corrections here are relative to the ��D model AK���

by cluster analysis� with location accuracy mostly � km or better� To locate seismic events
using only regional Pn and P phases we apply the grid�search technique� A grid �� � ��
km with � km spacing is built around a reference point known from teleseismic information
taken from PDE or EHB 	Engdahl et al�����
� catalogs� For each point of the grid and each
observed arrival we calculate travel times of Pn and P waves as predicted by our model�
Travel times for each phase are found using so�called Source Speci�c Correction Surfaces
	SSSCs� which were calculated beforehand for more than 
�� seismic stations� Each SSSC
is a multi�level table of travel times for Pn and P waves propagating in our �D model� each
level corresponds to a certain source depth and contains travel times on a grid of azimuthal
directions from the station to epicentral distances less than �o� Actually� there are not full
travel times but corrections relative to �D�model 	typically� AK����� These corrections are
found by D ray tracing through the �D model using technique developed by �Cerven�y �
P�sen�c�ik 	��
��� An example of SSSC is shown in Figure ���

We estimate rms�mis�t of predicted and observed travel times for all observed phases in
each point of the grid and select the node with minimal rms as a new location 	Figure ���
Location errors for �D and �D location for explosions on Lop Nor test site in China and
earthquakes in Racha seismic zone� Georgia� relative to ground truth locations is shown in
Figure �� One can see strong bias in locations with �D model�

The statics of relocation for a set of �� clusters shows signi�cantly better accuracy
achieved using �D location 	Tables � and �� Results of random selection experiment in
which we use for relocation di�erent combinations of n stations for di�erent values of n show
that �D location produces more accurate results than �D location in ������ of all cases 	for
explosions and GT� earthquakes�� if n � �� This test indicates that the location of regional
events can be signi�cantly improved by using a global �D model� More details are presented
in Levshin � Ritzwoller 	���� Ritzwoller et al� 	��b��
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locations� triangles and circles are ��D and ��D model locations� respectively

Table �� Location results for nuclear explosions�

CUB��	 TH AK��

Cluster No� Name Eventsa Stationsb Errorc RMSd Errorc RMSd

� Azgir � �� �� ��	� ��	 ���
� Balapan �	 �
 ��� ���	 ���� ����
� Degelen � �� ��� ��	� ���	 ����
 Lop Nor �� 
 ��� ���� ��� ���

 Novaya � �
 ��	 ��	� ���� ��
�

overalle �� � 
�� ��	� ��� ���

aNumber of events with open azimuth � ��	� and � 
 stations�
bMedian number of stations�
cAverage distance from estimated to GT location� in km�
dRms di�erence between observed and predicted travel times� in sec�
eTotal or average of cluster values�



Table �� Location results for GT� earthquakes�

Terminology similar to Table ��

CUB��� TH AK���

Cluster No� Name Events Stations Error RMS Error RMS

� Adana �� �� ��� ���	 ��� ����

� Bhuj 	 �� ���� ���� ��� ��	�

� Chamoli �� �� ���� ���� ���� ���	

�� Duzce �� 	� ��� ���� 
�
 ����

�� Erzin � �� 
�� ���� ��� ��
�

�� Garm �
 �� ��� ���� ��� ����

�� Hoceima �� �
 	�	 ���� ��� ���


�	 Izmit � ��
 ��� ���� ��� ����

�� Koyna � �� ��� ���� ���� ����

�
 Racha �	 �� ��� ���� ���� ��	�

�� Siberia � �� 
�� ���� ���� ����

overall ��� �� ��� ���� ���� ����

�� Conclusions

Two main characteristics of our global model of the crust and upper mantle disti nguish

it from previous global tomographic models� First� both vertical and lateral resolution are

improved as a result of inverting a new broad�band data set of group and phase velocities

and the use a�priori information to restrict the range of physically plausible models� A novel

characteristic of the data set is the use o f a large number of group velocity measurements

for both Rayleigh and Love waves�

The group velocity data contain short and intermediate period information that allows us

to signicantly improve the vertical resolution� A�priori information is required because sur�

face wave data alone are insu�cient to resolve all of the model parameters unambiguously�

Therefore� we constrain crustal structures in order to help resolve the trade�o� between

crustal and upper mantle velocities and have identied and attempt to resolve other impor�

tant trade�o�s� such as that between the strength of radial anisotropy in the upper mantle

and crustal P�wave velocities�

The second important characteristic of the model is that it contains estimates of uncer�

tainties� The model� therefore� is perhaps the rst global model with meaningful �error bars��

The uncertainty estimates derive from a multi�step inversion procedure that culminates in

a Monte�Carlo sampling of model space to produce an ensemble of acceptable models� The

features that appear in every member of this ensemble are termed �persistent� and only

these features are deemed to be worthy of interpretation� The uncertainty analysis indicates

that our surface wave data resolve upper mantle structures to depths of about ������� km�

The procedure we describe here and the data set to which it is applied� open new possi�



bilities for the study of the crust and upper mantle structure� Because of its relatively high
lateral resolution� the model reveals anomalies at scales that are relevant to regional tecton�
ics� The breadth of the frequency band improves vertical resolution which also important for
interpretation� The uncertainty analysis allows us to select only those features of the model
that most worthy to be interpreted in the framework of regional tectonic and geodynamical
processes� The tests demonstrate applicability of the obtained model for improving location
of weak events using regional data�
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